PRESS RELEASE
MESSRING extends product range by static VRU targets
New child dummy for Autonomous Emergency Braking Tests / The MESSRING Playing
Child Target marks the launch of a new Active Safety product category
Munich/Ingolstadt, 17. Sep. 2020 - The increasing application of emergency braking systems to
avoid collisions with other vehicles or "Vulnerable Road Users" (VRU) requires new test scenarios
and tools. The reliability of safety systems needs to be tested and validated for a wide range of
traffic situations. The newly developed MESSRING Playing Child Target (PCT) is designed to
simulate a child on a toy car and enables the easy and uncomplicated execution of AEB tests,
especially AEB VRU pedestrian back-over tests.
The first static VRU target developed by MESSRING has been designed to have realistic sensor
signatures in terms of structure and design. This makes it equally suitable for tests with radar,
lidar, camera and ultrasonic sensors. The dummy is weatherproof, requires low maintenance and
is very robust. It can be used variably and repeatedly for test runs in driveways or parking spaces
up to the point of collision. Incorporated into the Active Safety segment, the PCT for MESSRING is
the first self-produced static VRU target, further developments will follow.
Dr. Doric, Executive Director of MESSRING Active Safety GmbH on the new development: "With
the PCT, we offer another solution for testing active vehicle safety systems under realistic
conditions. The interaction between vehicles and VRUs is still the most frequent area of fatal traffic
accidents. We want to change that. The PCT now allows test scenarios with playing children to be
simulated easier and reproducible, thus helping to make an important contribution to increasing
vehicle safety".
Video:
A presentation video of the MESSRING Playing Child Target in action can be found under the following link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jXm4Hh7t9o&feature=emb_logo
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Image and video are free for editorial use by adding credit © MESSRING GmbH
The image in high resolution is available for download here: Download
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About MESSRING:
MESSRING GmbH is the world market leader for crash test technology. Innovative products and specialized expertise
are the foundation of MESSRING's long-standing success. Based in the southwest of Munich, the mid-sized company’s
product offerings range from the realization of large, turnkey and multifunctional crash test facilities to the delivery of
compact crash simulation test systems. In close cooperation with automotive engineers and manufacturers, MESSRING
develops application specific solutions that enable the automotive industry to test their active and passive vehicle safety
systems. With more than 130 employees and over 120 crash and sled test facilities installed worldwide, MESSRING has
been contributing to making traffic and transportation safer for over 50 years.
As a pioneer in the field of passive safety, MESSRING has set itself the goal of also playing a leading role in active
safety. For this reason, MESSRING Active Safety GmbH was founded in 2018, whose core competence is in the
development of test systems for driver assistance systems and autonomous vehicles.
Further information can be found at www.messring.de.
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